Your world speaks teamspace!
Manual for the synchronization

Step 1:
Log in to your teamspace‐team, go to the administration and then click on the item entitled
"Synchronization".

Now you have the ability to edit already created devices or to create new synchronization
devices. The list may be empty, so choose the action „New device“ and make the appropriate
settings for the synchronization...
Area „General“
First you will see the tab „General“. Here you can enter the name of your device and decide if
it is allowed to synchronize or not.
If you wish you can leave the name field blank. In this case, a name will be assigned
automatically during the first synchronization.
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Area „General“
To edit the synchronization settings for calendar entries please change to the following tab
“Calendar”. In the area “synchronization settings” you can choose the following different
options of the synchronization:
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In the area „Categories“ you can insert or choose certain categories to synchronize only
appointments with exactly these categories. All other appointments will not be considered for
the synchronization. With the loupe to the right already existing categories can be chosen.
To synchronize all appointments please leave it empty. Leave it also empty if your device
does not support the use of categories.
With the time period you determine how many days before and how many days after the
synchronization date your appointments will be synchronized between teamspace and the
device.
With the option „Only my appointments“ you can define that only appointments in which you
are participating will be synchronized.
„Deleting allowed“ offers the option that via the synchronization appointments can be
deleted in teamspace.
The settings for „teamspace import“ are only valid for appointments that are newly created
via the synchronization in teamspace.
„teamspace import: Participants“: here you can select members or groups that are default
participants in all appointments newly created via the synchronization.
„teamspace Import: Access rights“: here you have the option to determine default access
rights for newly created appointments via the synchronization.
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Area “Calendar“
To edit the synchronization settings for contacts please change to the following tab
“Contacts”. In the area “synchronization settings” you can choose the following different
options of the synchronization:

In the area „Categories“ you can insert or choose certain categories to synchronize only
contacts with exactly these categories. All other contacts will not be considered for the
synchronization. With the loupe to the right already existing categories can be chosen.
To synchronize all contacts please leave it empty. Leave it also empty if your device does not
support the use of categories.
„Deleting allowed“ offers the option that via the synchronization contacts can be deleted in
teamspace.
„teamspace Import: Access rights“: here you have the option to determine default access
rights for newly created contacts via the synchronization.
Finally, please click „Submit“ to confirm the chosen settings.
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Step 2:
Please download the corresponding software for your device on our website under the
following link: www.teamspace.com/synchronization.html

Step 3:
Please install the corresponding plug‐in and enter the following data for the synchronization
with teamspace:
URL:
Username:

Password:

www.teamspace.com/sync
combination of teamspace team ID with which you would
like to synchronize and your teamspace username (i.e.
123456‐tom)
your teamspace password

Remote name for calendar:
Remote name for contacts:

event
card

Step 4:
Now you have entered all necessary settings. Once you start the synchronization, your device
will be automatically linked to the device created in teamspace. Your appointments and
contacts will be transferred according to your configuration.
Your synchronized data are saved on our high performance servers as usual. All servers are
located in a high‐security data center in Frankfurt (Germany) that is certified according to ISO
9001:2000.

We wish you fun and great success for your daily work with teamspace!
Your teamspace team

5 POINT AG
Saalbaustr. 27
64283 Darmstadt, Germany
Tel: +49 (0) 6151 130 97 19
E‐Mail: support@teamspace.com
Web: www.teamspace.com
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